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An algorithm for the calculation of reaction paths between known reactant and product states in
systems of low or high dimension is described. The optimal reaction path is defined as the path of
maximum flux for a diffusive dynamics assuming isotropic friction. The resulting reaction path is
temperature dependent and independent of the magnitude of the friction. Comparison is made with
a number of algorithms designed for the calculation of minimum-energy reaction paths.
Applications to two model potentials and an extended atom model of a dipeptide are presented. The
applications demonstrate the ability of the algorithm to isolate a temperature-dependent optimal
reaction path for a high dimensional molecular system. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In estimating the reaction rate for a chemical reaction
careful identification of a ‘‘good’’ reaction coordinate is cru
cial. The mechanism of the reaction depends entirely on
choice. For activated processes, the absolute reaction
constant is very sensitive to the choice of the reaction co
dinate which determines the activation energy and the m
nitude of dynamical corrections entering through the tra
mission coefficient. The choice is further complicated by
fact that the reaction coordinate and the reaction mechan
can depend on the temperature.

The best reaction path must be chosen from an infi
number of possible paths connecting the initial and fi
structures. Its identification can prove to be a difficult pro
lem in isolated and relatively small molecular reaction s
tems. Methods based on a directed search of the pote
surface coupled with local energy minimization work we
on few-dimensional systems.1 Methods based of a knowl
edge of initial and final states and a subsequent refineme
the path by a line search have been proposed and found s
success.2–5

An important innovation was made independently by
ber and Karplus6 and by Pratt.7 They proposed to generate
trial path connecting known initial~reactant! and final~prod-
uct! configurations. The trial path is subsequently refin
based on the extremization of a functional defining the o
mal path. In the method of Elber and co-workers,8–10 the
intermediate configurations defining the trial path are sim
taneously optimized to minimize the objective function8

S 5
1

L E
rR

r P
U~r !dl~r !. ~1!

l (r ) is the reaction path~a line! connecting the known initia
(rR) and final (r P) structures,U(r ) is the potential energy o
the system for a given configurationr andL5*dl(r ) is the

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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path length. It has been demonstrated that this algorithm
vides a good estimate of the zero-temperature reaction
between known initial and final structures for reactions ra
ing from the chair-boat isomerization of cyclohexane,8 to
conformational changes in a tetrapeptide,9 to ligand diffusion
in myoglobin.8 Related methods based on a modified cri
rion for the optimal path have also been developed.11

A shortcoming of this method is that the path whic
minimizesS may not be the path with the maximum rate
transition between reactants and products. Another sh
coming is that the definition of the optimal reaction path
independent of the temperature.

Elber12,13 has recently proposed an elegant method
the evaluation of a reaction path at nonzero temperature.
method defines the optimal reaction pathway as one wh
maximizes the conditional probability for moving betwee
rR to r P in time t by a Langevin dynamics proposed b
Onsager and Machlup.14 A functional integral is evaluated
out over all paths for the setR5(rR ,r1•••r M21 ,r P) of M
21 intermediate configurationsr k connecting the reactan
(r05rR) and product (r M5r P) configurations. The overal
time for the transition fromrR to r P is fixed att5MDt. A
variation on this method has been used by Olender and E
to integrate classical dynamical equations of motion us
very large time steps with impressive results.15

Pathways with large conditional probabilities are e
pected to correspond to good reaction paths. The path
that maximizes the conditional probability can be conside
to be the optimal reaction path. Pratt presented a rela
method which similarly defines a reaction path using a ch
of intermediate configurations connecting the reactant
product states.7 He proposed a conditional probability base
on a Smoluchowski dynamics which is the high friction lim
of the Langevin equation. In that sense, the method of P
appears to be equivalent to the more general method of E
in the high friction limit where inertial motion can be ig
nored.

Gillian and Wilson16 presented a variational method fo
7/107(13)/5000/7/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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5001S. Huo and J. E. Straub: Variationally optimized reaction paths
computing classical reaction paths with fixed initial (rR) and
final (r P) positions. They found that their ‘‘discrete time
dynamics which defined a weight for moving between t
points over a time incrementDt took the form of the position
Verlet algorithm. In the low friction limit when the dynamic
along the reaction path is dominated by inertial motion
conditional probability in Elber’s Onsager–Machlup acti
method is simply the Verlet integrator as found in the Gilli
and Wilson study. Therefore, Elber’s Onsager–Machlup
tion method provides a variational method that encompa
inertial Hamiltonian flow and diffusive Smoluchowski dy
namics.

An apparent improvement over the zero-temperat
methods discussed above, in Elber’s Onsager–Machlup
tion method the temperature explicitly appears in the defi
tion of the conditional probability for moving from reacta
to product. However, the temperature only appears in a p
uct with the ‘‘friction’’ g. With some effort it is possible to
compute the positional dependent friction coefficient
simple systems.17 However, in most applications we can e
pect to employ a fictional friction. This leaves the tempe
ture, which only appears in ratios involving the friction, il
defined.

Moreover, it is desirable to isolate the reaction pathw
that corresponds to the maximum reaction rate of transi
from reactant to product. In Elber’s Onsager–Machlup
tion method, the total time for the trajectory is given as inp
and is not optimized as a function of the path. Therefore
identify a path of maximum rate of transition between re
tants and products at a well-defined temperature, we ap
to variational rate theory.

In this paper, we present the ‘‘MaxFlux’’ algorithm fo
computing the reaction pathway of maximum diffusive flu
While the method is based on an overdamped diffusio
dynamics, the definition of the optimal reaction pathway
found to be a function of a precisely defined temperat
independent of any knowledge of the friction. Applicatio
to model systems and a dipeptide demonstrate the abilit
the method to isolate optimized reaction pathways in h
dimensional molecular systems at nonzero temperature.

II. THE MAXFLUX METHOD

There is a long history of defining the optimal reacti
pathway as one that maximizes the reaction rate or m
mizes the mean first passage time between reactant and
uct states. This idea underlies variational transition s
theory18 where the optimal transition state dividing surface
found to minimize the transition state theory rate estimate
the reaction rate constant.

For our purposes we focus on an overdamped diffus
dynamics where the probability distributionp(r ,t) is well-
described by the Smoluchowski equation19

]p~r ,t !

]t
52“–j ~2!

with the flux
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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j ~r ,t !52e2bU~r !D~r !•“@p~r ,t !ebU~r !#, ~3!

where the inertial effects are ignored. We restrict our disc
sion to a system with isotropic and spatially independ
friction g so that the diffusion tensorD(r )5(kBT/mg)I ,
whereI is the identity matrix.

For a particle moving in a one-dimensional bistable p
tential along coordinatex, under stationary conditions
@ j (x,t)5 j (x)#, the flux j (x)5constant, and the approximat
forward reacting mean first passage time is19

T ~xR→xP!5
g

v0
~2pmb!1/2e2bU~xR!E

xR

xP
ebU~x!dl~x!.

~4!

This expression assumes that the barrier separating the w
is large compared to the thermal energy and that the reac
basin is well approximated as harmonic with a frequen
v0 . When the remaining integral is approximated
@2p/(mbvB

2)#1/2 exp@bU(xB)#, where xB is the position of
the barrier andvB is the barrier frequency, the result is th
high friction Smoluchowski mean first passage time20

T ~xR→xP!5
2pg

vBv0
eb@U~xB!2U~xR!#. ~5!

The situation is more complicated in many dimensio
It has been demonstrated that for a narrow saddle, isotr
friction and high reduced barrier, it is reasonable to assum
constant flux along the path as the first passage time wil
dominated by the flux in the saddle region.21 However, even
under stationary conditions, one can not assume thatj (r )
5 constant. Nevertheless, Berkowitzet al. assumed a con
stant flux along the reaction path, equivalent to assuming
all reactive trajectories are nonintersecting.21,22 They defined
the optimal reaction path as the pathl (r ) of ‘‘minimum re-
sistance’’ where the resistance is proportional to the l
integral23

P 5E
rR

r P
ebU~r !dl~r ! ~6!

for the case of an isotropic, spatially independent friction24

This approximate result agrees with the more exact
sult in one-dimension derived from the minimization of th
mean first passage time. The result is also intuitively obvio
in the case of high barriers where the line integral will
dominated by contributions in the barrier region and minim
zation of the integral is equivalent to isolating the path w
the lowest activation barrier. However, there are two
sumptions underlying the proposal that the path that m
mizes Eq.~6! is the optimal reaction path.~1! Under the
stationary reaction condition, the magnitude of flux along
trajectory which connects reactant and product configu
tions is constant.~2! The optimal path is dominant. It is
reasonable to ignore the contribution to the reactive fl
from paths that deviate from the optimal path.

The MaxFlux method developed in this paper rests
the minimum resistance principle and its assumptions.23 It is
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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5002 S. Huo and J. E. Straub: Variationally optimized reaction paths
based on the identification of an optimal reaction p
through the minimization of Eq.~6! by variationally optimiz-
ing the reaction path connectingrR and r P .

The discretized integral

P ~R!5 (
k50

M21

ebU~rk!ur k112r ku ~7!

can be thought of as a chain composed ofM11 copies of
the N particle system at a series of positionsR
5(rR ,r1 ...r M21,r P). Therefore, the chain is a set of insta
taneous configurations along the path connecting the in
and final structures. Minimizing the line integralP in Eq. ~6!
is equivalent to adjusting the positions of the monomers
the chain as long as the distances between successive m
mers in the chain@the dl(r ) increments# are identical.

Following the ‘‘path’’ protocol of Elber and co-workers8

we minimize a discretized form of the line integral Eq.~7!
with added restraints.~1! One restraint acts as a bond b
tween nearest neighbor intermediate structures to encou
the mean-square distances between adjacent structures
approximately constant

C A~R!5k(
k51

M

@~r k2r k21!22dave
2 #2, ~8!

where dave
2 5(k51

M (r k2r k21)2/M . ~2! A repulsive interac-
tion between intermediates along the path8

C R~R!5
r

l (
j .k11

exp@2l~r j2r k!
2/^d&2# ~9!

is added wherêd&5(k51
M (r k2r k21)/M prevents two inter-

mediates from coming too close to one another. This ma
the path a self-avoiding walk.~3! For molecular systems
there are constraints that eliminate rigid body translati
and rotations8

(
m51

N

mm~rm2rm
fix!50, ~10!

(
m51

N

mmrm3rm
fix50, ~11!

whereN is the number of atoms in the system,mm is the
atomic mass, andrm the Cartesian coordinates for themth
atom.$rm

fix%m51,N is the arithmetic average of the coordinat
of the atoms in the reactant and product configuratio
These constraints are not needed for problems involv
space-fixed potentials.

III. COMPUTATIONAL PROTOCOL

With the objective function defined asO ~R!5P ~R!
1constraints, the problem is to find its global minimu
value in the space of all possible reaction paths. In a la
molecule such as a protein, this is a computationally
manding task. In our applications, we optimize the cost fu
tion using a simulated annealing protocol. We define the
fective energy function
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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m51

N

mm ṙ km
2 1O ~R!G ~12!

for the chainR5(rR ,r1 ...r M21 ,r P) of intermediate con-
figurationsr k5(r1k ,...rmk ,...rNk) each withN particles of
massmm . The reactant (rR) and product (r P) configurations
are fixed. The annealing temperature ind dimensional space
is defined by the average kinetic energy of the intermed
configurations

Ta5
1

dN~M21!kB
(
k51

M21

(
m51

N

mm ṙmk
2 . ~13!

There are two temperatures—the fictitious annealing te
peratureTa and the actual temperature of the reaction syst
appearing as 1/b in Eq. ~6!. By minimizing H at Ta50 we
minimize O ~R!. When the constraints represent a small co
tribution to O ~R! the pathway also represents a minimum
P ~R! and a maximum of the integrated flux at nonzero te
perature 1/b.

Initially Ta is increased to a value on the order of t
largest barriers in the configuration space ofO ~R! which is
exponentially more rugged thanU(r ). Rather than explicitly
controllingTa during the run, a damping term is added to t
equation of motion for themth atom in thekth intermediate
structure

mr̈mk52“ rmk
O ~R!2z ṙmk . ~14!

This equation of motion can be integrated using a finite d
ference algorithm proposed by Amara and Straub25 to allow
the chain of intermediates to sample a variety of poss
reaction paths. The system dynamics allows the annea
temperature to fluctuate during the run. In the event t
there is a phase change with an associated latent heat
heat is added to the system to allow for larger fluctuatio
and additional sampling. The rate of temperature decreas
roughly proportional toz. Eventually the annealing tempera
ture approaches zero and the chain will settle to an estim
of the reaction pathway of maximum flux.

IV. APPLICATIONS

We have applied the algorithm described above to t
model potentials and a dipeptide. The results are descr
below.

A. Mü ller potential

The procedure defined above was followed in the fi
application to the two parameter model potential of Fuk
Kato and Fujimoto26 studied by Mu¨ller,2

UM~x,y!52200e2~x21!2210y2
2100e2x2210~y20.5!2

2170e26.5~x10.5!2111~x10.5!~y21.5!26.5~y21.5!2

115e0.7~x11!210.6~x11!~y21!10.7~y21!2
. ~15!

This potential provides a good test of a ‘‘local’’ reaction pa
method which relies on a good initial guess at the path
subsequent refinement or a directed search in a f
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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5003S. Huo and J. E. Straub: Variationally optimized reaction paths
dimensional configuration space. The parameters for the
timization run are given in Table I. After settingl in Eq. ~9!,
the value ofr is set such that the upper limit for the inte
mediate repulsion constraintsC R is approximately 1% of the
magnitude of the integrated fluxP for the initial guess. This
‘‘rule of thumb’’ was followed in all our applications.

The reaction pathway found by the MaxFlux algorith
is displayed in Fig. 1. The global path follows the optim
reaction pathway for the potential. A coarse chain (M11
57) results in a jagged path which can be refined by incre
ing M and applying a simple energy minimization refin
ment rather than the simulated annealing procedure. In F
the chain is further refined usingM11512, 25, 50 which
provides a smooth reaction path comparable to what wo
be defined by a minimum-energy path method. The MaxF
computed reaction pathway is an estimate of the best path
the reaction system at nonzero temperature 1/b.

FIG. 1. The reaction path found for the Mu¨ller potential usingM1157, 12,
25, and 50. The MaxFlux method is effective not only in isolating a globa
optimized path but in providing a locally smooth reaction coordinate.

TABLE I. Parameters for the restraints and the annealing dynamics
were used in each optimization run.

b M11 k(31024) r(31022) l Ta(31023) z

Müller 0.06 7 5 30 2.0
12 5 16 2.0
25 5 7.35 2.0
50 5 3.6 2.0

Three
Hole

1.0 15 0.01 0.7 2.0

2.0 15 0.55 8.26 2.0
3.3 15 5 200 2.0 6.4 0.1

15 5 200 2.0 15 0.1
Dipeptide 1.678 7 0.5 30 2.0
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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B. Three hole potential

The Müller potential provides a good test for
minimum-energy refinement method but is not a challeng
test of algorithms designed to isolate the globally optim
reaction path. For that purpose we examine a simple t
dimensional model potential,

UTH~x,y!523.0e2x2
@e2~y25/3!2

2e2~y21/3!2
#

25.0e2y2
@e2~x21!2

1e2~x11!2
# ~16!

which is shown in Fig. 2. In addition to the reactant~lower
left well! and product~lower right well! minima there is a
third energy minimum~above center!. There are two possible
reaction pathways. The lower reaction path moves roug
left-to-right between the reactant and product wells cross
a single saddle point. The upper reaction path travels in
rectly over a lower saddle point, through a basin, and th
down over a second saddle point before reaching the pro
state.

The best minimum-energy ‘‘zero-temperature’’ reacti
path based on the minimization of Eq.~1! is the lower reac-
tion path. However, the lower path is not always the path
maximum reaction rate at nonzero temperature. Assumin
diffusive dynamics and using Eq.~6! to define the reaction
path of maximum flux, the lower reaction path will be th
pathway of maximum flux only at high temperatures. At lo
enough temperatures the upper pathway, which crosses
lower energy saddle points, is dominant.

We have applied the MaxFlux algorithm to this potent
at three temperatures which span the transition between
two reaction pathways~see Table I!. The results are shown in
Fig. 3. The optimized pathways follow the direct lower pat
way at high temperatures. As the temperature is lowe
there is a transition to the dominant upper pathway.

The integrand of Eq.~6! is shown in Fig. 4 as a function
of the length of the reaction path. The initial guess is sho

FIG. 2. A contour/surface plot of the three hole potential showing the th
minima and saddles and the upper and lower reaction pathways. The a
indicate the ‘‘upper’’ and ‘‘lower’’ reaction pathways.

at
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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5004 S. Huo and J. E. Straub: Variationally optimized reaction paths
along with the optimized results for the upper and low
pathways at each temperature. At the temperature shown
upper reaction path provides the dominant reactive flux.

In Fig. 5 the contributions to the effective energy obje

FIG. 3. The reaction path found for the three hole potential for three dif
ent values of the reaction system temperature~from top to bottomb53.3, 1,
and 2!. The MaxFlux method is effective in isolating the dominant react
pathway at high and low temperatures. Zero-temperature methods wil
fine a single reaction coordinate which, in some temperature regime,
provide both an underestimate of the rate and the wrong reaction me
nism.

FIG. 4. The integrand exp@bU(r )# of Eq. ~6! is shown for the upper and
lower reaction pathways on the three hole potential forb53.3. The inte-
grated fluxP is 9698, 5506, and 4867 for the linear, lower path, and up
path, respectively~in reduced units!. At this temperature, the upper reactio
path provides the dominant reactive flux. The dominant reaction pat
correctly identified by the MaxFlux method.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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tive function Eq.~6! are displayed as a function of the num
ber of steps executed during the annealing run. While
annealing temperature,Ta , is zero at the run’s end, the tem
perature of the reaction system, 1/b, is fixed throughout the
run. In each case, after initially large fluctuations in the e
ergy the objective function relaxes to an optimal value. T
constraint terms which can be large in the initial stages de
rapidly; at the end of the annealing run the constraints m
a negligible contribution to the objective function.

For comparison we have applied the criterion of Elbe8

in the form of Eq.~1! and the conjugate peak refineme
method of Fischer and Karplus4 to the three hole potential
The Elber and Karplus definition of the best reaction p
may be combined with a global optimization method to
fine the path and minimize Eq.~1!. We employed the same
constraints used in applying the MaxFlux method. The F
cher and Karplus method does not lend itself to a glo
optimization protocol. The result is determined by the cho
of initial path. The set of all possible initial paths may ma
onto one or more final reaction pathways. Both methods
minimum-energy reaction path methods; there is no dep
dence of the reaction path on the temperature.

In each case, we began with a straight line path as
initial guess. Using both the Elber and Karplus definition a
the Fischer and Karplus method the lower reaction path
found to be optimal. At high enough temperatures, that is
dominant path. When the temperature is lowered the up
path is dominant. As a result the rate constant determi
over the incorrect lower path will significantly underestima
the reaction rate.

-

e-
ill
a-

r

is

FIG. 5. The contributions to the objective functionP 1constraints as a
function of the number of annealing steps taken during the annealing ru
b53.3. The results are qualitatively the same at all temperatures stu
The individual contributions to the objective function including the int
grated fluxP , the equal distance restraintC A , and intermediate repulsion
C R are separately displayed. Asymptotically, the constraints are insig
cant and the minimization of the objective function is equivalent to
minimization ofP alone.
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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5005S. Huo and J. E. Straub: Variationally optimized reaction paths
C. Alanine dipeptide

The MaxFlux method was applied to an extended ato
model of the alanine dipeptide studied previously by Cze
minski and Elber.9,12 The CHARMM force field was used
with the version 19 parameter set27 with slightly altered
charges and with the 1–4 electrostatic interaction scaling
rameter set to 1.0.9 As in the previous study, a distance de
pendent dielectric constant is employed to model t
solvent screening. There was no cutoff of the nonbond
interactions.

The potential energy of the reactant and product config
rations is27.63 and28.30 kcal/mol, respectively. The ini-
tial guess was a straight line interpolation between react
and product configurations defined in Cartesian coordina
To relieve the bad contacts that result from the linear inte
polation, a bit of constrained energy minimization was pe
formed with thef and c dihedral angles fixed. After the
minimization, the highest energy of the intermediate co
figuration was20.38 kcal/mol. In order to avoid numerica
overflow problems, we minimized the modified objectiv
function

(
k50

M21

ebDU~r !ur k112r ku1constraints, ~17!

whereDU(r )5U(r )2U ref . We chose the reference poten
tial energy to beU ref5U(rR). The gradient projection
technique9 was applied to ensure no rigid body translation
or rotational motion.

Figure 6 shows the result of the MaxFlux algorithm for
temperature of 300 K projected onto the adiabatic~f,c! en-
ergy map. At this temperature, the barrier separating the
actant and product state wells is large compared to the th
mal energy. For this simple system the MaxFlux algorith
identifies a reaction pathway similar to that found by zer

FIG. 6. The reaction path of dialanine on the adiabatic~f, c! potential
energy map. While the MaxFlux method is applied in Cartesian coordin
space the resulting reaction path is smooth as a function of the more na
f andc angles.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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temperature reaction path methods. This test case serv
demonstrate the ease of application of the method to all a
models of biomolecular systems.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The determination of the optimal reaction pathway in
multidimensional system at finite~nonzero! temperature is a
central problem in reaction rate theory. While a number
zero-temperature methods have been successful in estim
minimum energy reaction pathways in multidimensional s
tems, these pathways may grossly underestimate the a
reaction rate at finite temperature. The MaxFlux algorith
can be used to compute the reaction pathway of maxim
reactive flux at a well-defined temperature in both low a
high dimensional systems.
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